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General Features

Provide Detailed Report

This system contain different types of reports for management
reference.These include: the existing parking records, vehicle
access records, income records.

User Settings

Software offers three types of user settings, including,
administrators, operators and ordinary users. Each type of
user has different permissions. For different time zones,
each user can set their own password.Users can set
different time zones, in order to control the vehicle in and
out of situations at different times.

IP Based

The system is operated by IP Based, the user can
decide the system to operate online or offline.
Green light is shown when it connects; red is for
disconnection. If one part of the system is
demaged, it will not cause demage of the entire.
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Adjustable settings such as self-parking

Users can set the parking fees or Octopus admission rules.
This system is easy to use and bring convenience to users.

Adjustable parking discount

Users can set their own parking discount , such as: preferential hours, free parking time.

Extra Function:
Vehicle Registration Number and Image
Automatic Identification System

When the vehicle passes the barrier, the camera will record the
vehicle registration number and image. The user can choose to
compare the image by hands or automatic indentification
system, which helps to improve security and troubleshooting
problems.

Reduce manual operation

For minimum wage legislation in force, the use of this system can
reducemanual processing carpark cash charges.

Reduce errors and save accounting costs

Advantages
of this system

This system charges the Octopus so there is no need to deal with
cash, accountsby computering, which reduces the loss of cash and
human error.

Bring Convenience to Management Company

Management companies can choose automatic or manual billing,
making it clearer and easier to handle accounts.

Convenience for owners

The owners no longer looking for cashier when they need to pay
parking fee. The sensor senses the car when they enter and exit the
carpark, accounts instantly and automatically deducted in the
Octopus and the balance will display on the screen.
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Our Company Services Range:
Design System Software

According to different circumstances, needs, accounting or operational processes, we design an
appropriate set of software including: various types of reports, input /output data channels, and so
on.

Provide technicians for installation and provide technical support

Provide technicians to the company to install software and hardware and provide technical support.

Elastic

Customers can choose one-time flexible payment or hire purchase.

In/Out vehicle management system
monthly mental charge starting $4000
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